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The West’s “Information War” against Syria: Refugees, Russia, And The Balkans

By Andrew Korybko, September 14, 2015

Russia has taken the lead in supporting Syria this summer, actively initiating efforts to bring
a diplomatic resolution to the country’s crisis and assemble an inclusive anti-ISIL coalition.

Clinton’s Charity Ties With Oligarchs Behind Ukrainian Coup Revealed

By Ekaterina Blinova, September 14, 2015

The Clinton Foundation contributed to the February coup in Ukraine, having longstanding
ties to Ukrainian oligarchs who pushed the country to European integration.

Social Engineering 101, How to Make a Refugee Crisis: Destruction of All Prevailing
Political Orders in the Middle East

By Tony Cartalucci, September 13, 2015

Starting in 2007, the US was already in the process of engineering the overthrow and
destruction of all prevailing political orders across the Middle East and North African (MENA)
region.

Israel Keeps Making, Not Taking, More Refugees

By Ben White, September 14, 2015

Israel won’t accept Syrian refugees because it was only by turning the majority of the
Palestinians into refugees that a ‘Jewish state’ was created .

Jeremy Corbyn is Not Wrong about Trident  in the Face of Israel’s Undeclared Nuclear
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Arsenal

By Anthony Bellchambers, September 13, 2015

Israel has an undeclared nuclear arsenal estimated by American scientists to contain up to
400 warheads. It is not in the EU nor subject to EU law, nor in NATO but it seeks to influence
the  foreign  policy  of  the  United  States  congress  by  means  of  a  powerful  lobby  in
Washington.

Australia: The Fall of Tony Abbott

By Binoy Kampmark, September 14, 2015

“This will be a thoroughly Liberal government. It will be a thoroughly Liberal government
committed to freedom, the individual and the market.” -Malcolm Turnbull, Australian Prime
Minister, Sep 14, 2015.
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